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BT SANDLINE CUTTER DOC: SLC-200 

Purpose:

* Cutting sand line from the top of tool strings stuck in the well bore.

* The hydraulic cutter when assembled at surface is sealed with the use of o-rings,
keeping contaminated well materials from entering the internal parts of the tool.

* The sand line cutter is attached to the cable to be cut at the surface, when released
from surface, the cutter drops to the top of the stuck tools using the cable as a guide.

* The drop bar is then released in the same manner as the cutter.  The drop bar follows
the same path as the cutter landing on the striker pin driving the firing pin down,
detonating the firing shell.  The detonated powder charged shell, creates gas pressure
in the chamber above the piston, driving the piston down, creating hydraulic pressure in
the knife housing.

* The hydraulic pressure forces the knife piston and the crimper piston out of the knife
housing cutting the cable, wedging the cable between the crimping piston and the outer
sleeve or tubing wall at the same time.

* The crimper piston can be used in all sizes of tubing and casing.  Designed to cut
wire rope or steel cable with diameters of 3/16" to 9/16" OD.

* The sand line cutter has a curved slot the length of the knife housing and the upper

neck of the striker pin.  The cutter is held to the cable with an upper guide, lower cable 
guide and/or outer sleeve attached to the knife housing. 

* * Standard fishing necks are incorporated on the drop bar and the cutter for fishing
after retrieving the cut cable from 2 3/8" tubing should removal be required.

* Cutting service rig sand line from stuck sinker bars.  Cutting braided / E-line from stuck
tool strings.

* Designed to cut wire rope or steel cable with diameters of 3/16" to 9/16" OD.

Applications:

Description:
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Operation: 

* The hydraulic sand line cutter is assembled and attached to the cable at the surface
using the upper cable guide, lower cable guide and/ or lower knife housing sleeve.

* When lowering the lubricator to connect to the Regan pack off valve or BOP, the bottom
of the lubricator should be lowered enough so with loose cable the cutter can be guided
into the bottom of the lubricator.  Once the top of the cutter has entered in, the lubricator
tension should be taken on the cable and held while the lubricator is lowered the rest of the
distance to connect to the BOP.

* When no BOP or other cable sealing provision has been installed (such as is the practice
with some service rig swabbing operations) the cutter is hand held with tension on the
cable being cut, the cutter will then be released and the lubricator installed.

* Ample time should be allowed for the cutter to reach it’s destination, working the cable
tension as the cutter may lodge on the trip to the cutting depth.

* The drop bar is then attached to the cable when applicable and dropped down the well
bore in the same fashion as the cable cutter.

* Should the cable not cut after the drop bar has had sufficient time to travel the distance to
the hydraulic cutter, the cable tension should be worked as was done with the hydraulic
cutter, allowing the drop bar to reach the cutter landing on the striker pin and firing the
cutter.

* Once the cable is free it is removed slowly from the well bore so as not to strip the drop
bar and the cutter crimped to the cut end of the cable.

* Two sand line cutters should be taken on sand line cutting jobs in the event of failure by
the first cutter used.

Precautions: 

* Treat a loaded sand line cutter as a loaded gun when handling to install on the cable to

be cut.
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Disassembly:

- Loosen Bleed Screw to ensure all internal trapped pressure has been depleted.

- Remove Hex Bolt and Lower Line Guide form Body if utilized

- Remove Low Head Cap Screws and slide Cutter Sleeve off of the Body if utilized.

- Remove Bleed Screw and Ball from Body.

- Remove Crimper and any cable debris that may be attached to it.

- Remove the Blade from the Body.

- Remove the Blade Carrier. (a 10-24 bolt may be used to assist in the removal of the

Blade Carrier)

- Remove the Body from the Piston Sub.

- Remove the Displacement Piston and any other debris from the hydraulic fluid chamber

of the Body.

- Remove the Piston Sub from the Shell Chamber.

- Remove the Shell Chamber from the Shear Sub.

- Remove the spent Seal Disc and Shell cartridge from the Shell Chamber.

- Remove the 0.250” x 0.250” NC Set Screw from the Shear Piston.

- Remove the Firing Pin from the Shear Piston.

- Remove the Shear Sub from the Fishneck.

- Remove the Nut or optional scalloped Nut from the Shear Piston.

- Loosen the 1.50” x 0.250” NC Cap Screws that lock the Upper Line Guide and remove

from the Fishneck.

- Remove the spent Brass Shear Screws from the Body.

- Remove all spent O-Rings.

- Clean and inspect all parts for damage.
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Assembly:

- Install the desired Upper line Guide on the Fishneck with the 1.50” x 0.250” NC Cap

Screws, Do Not Tighten the Cap Screws at this time.

- Slide the Shear Piston through the Fishneck and install Nut.

- Insert Firing Pin into bottom of the Shear Piston and install 0.250” x 0.250” NC Set

Screw. Install 018 O-Rings on Shear Piston.

- Slide Shear Piston inside of the Shear Sub and seat O-Rings into the seal bore of the

Shear Sub, thread the Fishneck into the Shear Sub.

- Align shear pin groove of the Shear Piston and the shear pin holes of the Shear Sub and

install shear pins.

- Install the 016 O Rings on the desired Crimper and install in the Body and lock in place

with the brass Shear Screw.

- Install the 020 O-Ring on the Blade Carrier and install into the Body.

- Install the Blade into the Blade Carrier and lock into place with the brass Shear Screw.

- Install the Ball and Bleed Screw and lightly tighten.

- Install the 2.50 Cutter Sleeve if needed*.

- Install the desired size Lower line Guide with the Hex Bolt.

- Install the 111 O-Ring onto the displacement Piston and install into the Piston Sub, place

the Rubber Disc on top of the displacement Piston.

- Install the 020 O-Ring onto the Shell Chamber and Install on top of the Piston Sub.

- Stand Sandline Cutter Body vertical and fill the hydraulic fluid chamber with the desired

oil to bottom of threads.

- Install 020 O-ring onto Shell Chamber, Install Shell Assembly into Shell Chamber, place

Seal Disc on top of Shell Assembly.

- Install Shell Chamber into Piston Sub.

- Install Shear Sub into Shell Chamber. ***

- Install Piston Chamber into Body, the Bleed Screw may have to be loosened to bleed

excess air or fluid.

Align all line guides with scallop on the Body and tighten all lock screws. 

* This part may or may not be necessary depending on size of tubing.

*** Care should be taken as the tool is live and can be accidentally fired if handled

improperly.



SECTION D-D

PARTS LIST
PART NUMBERDESCRIPTIONQTYITEM

05-01-PAF-200-01NUT11
05-01-PAF-200-02SHEAR PISTON12
05-01-PAF-200-03FISHNECK13
05-01-PAF-200-04SHEAR SUB14
05-01-PAF-200-05SHELL CHAMBER15
01-01-HP-175-06FIRING PIN16
01-01-HP-175-11RUBBER DISC17
01-01-HP-175-18BLEED SCREW18
01-01-HP-175-S0SHELL ASSEMBLY19
05-01-SLC-200-03UPPER LINE GUIDE110
05-01-SLC-200-06SEAL DISC111
05-01-SLC-200-07PISTON SUB112
05-01-SLC-200-08PISTON113
05-01-SLC-200-09BODY114
05-01-SLC-200-11BLADE CARRIER115
05-01-SLC-200-12BLADE116
05-01-SLC-200-13LOWER LINE GUIDE117
05-01-SLC-200-14LOWER LINE GUIDE CAP118
05-01-SLC-200-20SHEAR SCREW219
05-01-SLC-200-22SPIKE120
05-01-SLC-250-09SLEEVE121
05-01-SLC-250-10CRIMPER122

2-016O-RING123
2-018O-RING224
2-020O-RING325
2-021O-RING126
2-111O-RING127

.500-13 UNC x 3.50 LGHEX SOCKET CAP SCREW128

.250-20 UNC x 1.25 LGHEX SOCKET CAP SCREW229
.500-18 UNC x .50 LGLOW HEAD HEX SOCKET CAP 

SCREW
430

.250-20 UNC x .25 LGHEX SOCKET SET SCREW131
Ø.250BALL132

 .094 x .25 LGSHEAR PINA/R33
.188 x 1.00 LGROLL PIN134
.125 x .88 LGPIN135

D

D

c/w PRESSURE ACTIVATED FIRING
HEAD ASSEMBLY

05-01-SLC-200-A0

SANDLINE CUTTER

DWG #

ALLOY STEEL (P110) - Ys = 110 KSI
30-33 HRC

TS-01-SLC-200
T-SHEET #

MAT'L

1-800-438-0061TEL (780) 438 - 0441

TITLE

APPLICABLE CRITICAL DATA
DESCRIPTION DATA

OAL 13.4
O.D (max) 2.250
FISHNECK SIZE (O.D) 1.000
LOWER CONNECTION .938-10 UN
WEIGHT (lb) 14.85
PIN SHEAR FORCE (lb) 276 lbs/pin
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